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 Price % 1 D 
EUR/$ 1.1800 0.25% 
GBP/$ 1.3251 0.42% 
AUD /$ 0.7552 -0.47% 
NZD/$ 0.6795 -0.82% 
$/JPY 112.56 -0.44% 
$/CHF 0.9915 -0.26% 
$/CAD 1.2756 -0.01% 

EUR/GBP 0.8905 -0.18% 
EUR/JPY 132.81 -0.20% 
EUR/CHF 1.1699 -0.01% 
GOLD $ 1282.78 0.33% 

SILVER $ 17.08 -0.03% 
PLATINUM $ 935.46 0.22% 

WTI $ 55.85 1.29% 
BRENT $ 61.52 0.26% 

more data in PAGE 2 

 Merkel to push ahead with coalition talks as hurdles remain 

 Davis says wait ‘a few more weeks’ for clarity on Brexit money 

 House passing tax bill in first step toward historic overhaul 

 U.K. retail sales freezing up before Christmas 

 Moody's first India upgrade in 14 years  

 U.S. industrial output surging as hurricane-related disruptions fade 

 Norway’s $1 trillion fund wants out of oil and gas stocks 

 Saudi Arabia says OPEC should extend cuts in meeting this month 

 Siemens to cut about 6,900 Jobs worldwide in sweeping revamp  

 Italy is said to keep control of Eni, Enav Governance after sale 

 Tesla unveiling ‘world’s fastest production car’ and electric big rig 

TOP NEWS 

 Price % 1 D 
AMERICAS   

US DJIA 23458.36 0.80% 
US S&P 500 2585.64 0.82% 
US Nasdaq 6793.29 1.30% 

EUROPE     
UK FTSE 100 7386.94 0.19% 
FR CAC 40 5336.39 0.66% 

GE DAX 13047.22 0.55% 
ASIA/PACIFIC     

AU ASX200 5957.25 0.23% 
JN Nikkei 22396.80 0.20% 

CH CSI 300 4120.85 0.39% 
MENA     

KSA 6913.46 0.02% 
Dubai 3460.21 -0.21% 
Qatar 7825.77 0.83% 

 BEIRUT S.E.  Price* % 1 D 
SOLIDERE A 7.44 -2.99% 
SOLIDERE B 7.46 -0.40% 

BANK OF BEIRUT 18.80 - 
BANK AUDI 5.60 -2.43% 
BLOM BANK 10.94 -0.54% 

BYBLOS BANK 1.56 -2.50% 

BLC BANK 0.93 - 

BEMO BANK 1.30 - 
* previous session   

more data in PAGE 3 

details in 
PAGE 1 

 10-yr Yield 1 D Net 

US 2.37 -0.008 
GE 0.39 0.0100 
UK 1.33 0.0170 
FR 0.73 0.0050 
SZ -0.11 -0.004 

AU 2.57 -0.009 

JN 0.04 -0.0160 
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 U.S. dollar under pressure on renewed political concerns. Today’s focus: 
Building Permits, Housing Starts. 

 Japanese yen rose to 4-week high vs the dollar on increased safe haven 
demand.  

 British pound extended gains supported by hopes over Brexit talks. 

 Gold is set for second weekly advance as investors weigh impact of U.S. tax 
reform plan. 

 Oil prices edged higher but remained on track for a weekly drop. 

FX & COMM 

details in 
PAGE 2 

 U.S. stocks rose sharply yesterday boosted by tax bill plan and some upbeat 
earnings results. 

 Asian shares edged higher clawing back most their weekly losses. 

 Most Gulf stock markets closed mixed yesterday. Qatari index recovered from 6
-year lows. 

EQUITIES 

details in 
PAGE 3 

 Borrowing costs in Germany were set for their biggest weekly fall since the ECB 
meeting 3 weeks ago sparked a sharp rally across euro zone bond markets. 

 A panel of credit derivatives dealers and investors ruled Thursday that debt 
payment delays by Venezuela and its state-owned oil company, Petroleos de 
Venezuela, triggered payouts on credit-default swaps tied to their debt.  

BONDS 

 

Volatility in stock markets spiked ... unlike bond and currency markets !!! 
details in 
PAGE 1 
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TOP NEWS 
 
Merkel to push ahead with coalition talks as hurdles remain 
(Bloomberg) German Chancellor Angela Merkel will push 
ahead Friday with discussions on forming a government after 
all- night talks with potential coalition partners produced 
momentum without resolving key differences. Seeking to 
avert a crisis that would threaten her fourth term, Merkel and 
her Christian Democratic-led bloc will reconvene with the Free 
Democrats and Green party at noon. After the chancellor 
initially set an informal Thursday deadline to wrap up a month 
of exploratory talks and move forward to concrete coalition 
negotiations, officials said several more days may be needed. 
Davis says wait ‘a few more weeks’ for clarity  
After warning EU negotiators not to put short-term politics 
before the prosperity of its people, Brexit Secretary David 
Davis said they’d have to “wait a few more weeks” for the 
political decisions on how much Britain is prepared to pay in 
the divorce settlement. The 68-year-old political veteran 
engaged with an audience of mostly German executives in 
Berlin, first in a speech and then in a question-and-answer 
session where he was quizzed about the government’s turmoil 
back in London and grilled on the size of the Brexit bill. 
House passing tax bill in first step toward historic overhaul 
House Republicans passed their version of legislation to 
overhaul the US tax code by slashing the corporate tax rate, 
lowering tax burdens for most individuals and adding an 
estimated $1.4 trillion to the federal deficit over the next 
decade. The vote Thursday represents a key milestone in 
President Donald Trump’s quest to cut taxes for businesses 
and individuals -- though challenges remain for the GOP’s far-
reaching tax plans to fundamentally reshape aspects of the US 
economy. The Senate is debating its own separate plan, and it 
isn’t yet clear the chamber will have enough votes to pass it. 
UK retail sales freezing up before Christmas 
UK retail sales barely rose in October as food stores saw 
declines for a second month and clothing dropped the most 
this year. Once fuel is stripped out, overall sales increased just 
0.1% from September, when they plunged 0.6%, the Office for 
National Statistics said on Thursday. From a year earlier, they 
fell 0.3%, the first decline in more than four years. On a less-
volatile 3-month basis, there was a 1.4% annual gain in sales, 
though that was weakest since June 2013. The figures may add 
to concern about the health of the UK consumer in the 
buildup to the crucial Christmas shopping season. Faster 
inflation and sluggish wage growth have squeezed households 
this year, with a fallout on spending and overall economic 
growth. 
Moody's first India upgrade in 14 years  
Moody’s Investors Service raised India’s sovereign rating for 
the first time since 2004, overlooking a haze of short-term 
economic uncertainties to bet on the nation’s prospects from 
a raft of policy changes by Prime Minister Narendra Modi. 
Rupee, bonds and stocks rallied after the ratings firm 
upgraded India to Baa2 from Baa3 and said reforms being 
pushed through by Modi’s government will help stabilize rising 
levels of debt. That’s a one-level shift from the lowest 
investment-grade ranking and puts India in line with the 
Philippines and Italy. While government officials hailed the 
move as long overdue, some investors termed it a surprise 
given that India recently surrendered its status as the world’s 
fastest-growing major economy amid sweeping policy change. 
The upgrade could prove to be a big win for the ruling party, 
which is facing increasing attacks about the economic 
slowdown before key elections in Modi’s home state next 
month and a national vote early 2019. 
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US industrial output surging 
US industrial production recorded its biggest increase in six 
months in October as the drag from hurricane-related 
disruptions unwound, but the underlying growth trend in 
output at the nation's factories, mines and utility plants 
remained moderate. Other data on Thursday showed an 
unexpected rise in new filings for unemployment benefits last 
week in part because of the processing of a backlog of 
applications from Puerto Rico. The reports are consistent with 
an economy growing at a steady clip and tightening labor 
market conditions, likely keeping the Federal Reserve on 
course to raise interest rates next month. 
Norway’s $1 trillion fund wants out of oil and gas stocks 
The $1 trillion fund that Norway has amassed pumping oil and 
gas over two decades wants out of energy stocks. Norway, 
which relies on oil and gas for a 5th of economic output, 
would be less vulnerable to declining crude prices without 
investments in the industry, the central bank said Thursday. 
The divestment would mark the second major step in 
scrubbing the world’s biggest wealth fund of climate risk, 
after it sold most of its coal stocks. “Our perspective here is to 
spread the risks for the state’s wealth,” Egil Matsen, the 
deputy central banker overseeing the fund, said in an 
interview. “We can do that better by not adding oil-price risk.” 
Saudi Arabia says OPEC should extend cuts  
Saudi Arabia’s Energy Minister said OPEC and its allies should 
announce an extension of their output curbs when they 
gather at the end of this month. The Organization of 
Petroleum Exporting Countries is unlikely to reduce excess oil 
inventories to average levels by the time the current deal 
expires in late March, said Minister Khalid Al-Falih, speaking at 
the United Nations climate talks in Bonn, Germany. Russia, 
allied with OPEC in the deal, isn’t convinced it’s necessary to 
make a decision when the producers meet on Nov. 30, people 
familiar with the matter said this week. 
Siemens to cut about 6,900 Jobs worldwide  
Siemens AG announced the most sweeping round of job cuts 
in years with a plan to eliminate about 6,900 positions 
worldwide and close factories, as Europe’s biggest 
engineering company grapples with a sharp drop in orders for 
power-plant equipment. Half of the cuts will be in Germany, 
where Siemens is shuttering two facilities in the eastern part 
of the country and putting the future of others under review, 
the Munich-based company said in a statement on Thursday. It 
has said the revamp, which will affect about 2% of its 372,000 
employees, is inevitable amid global manufacturing 
overcapacity for power and gas turbines. 
Italy is said to keep control of Eni, Enav Governance after sale 
(Bloomberg) Italy is set to maintain control over the 
governance of Eni SpA and Enav SpA after it sells most of its 
holdings in the energy giant and the air-traffic controller in a 
bid to raise about 2.8 billion euros, according to people 
familiar with the matter. The Treasury has started the process 
of selling about half of its 3.3% holding in the oil company and 
a 50% stake in Enav to state-owned lender Cassa Depositi e 
Prestiti SpA as part of a plan to cut debt, said the people, who 
asked not to be identified because the discussions are private. 
Tesla unveil ‘world’s fastest production car’, electric big rig 
Elon Musk pulled off a Steve Jobs-ian “one more thing” 
surprise at the unveiling of Tesla Inc.’s Semi model, rolling a 
new Roadster sports car out of the back of a big rig on stage. 
The Semi truck going into production in 2019 will boast 500 
miles of range, a battery and motors that will last 1 million 
miles and cheaper total operating costs than diesel models, 
Tesla’s chief CEO said. The Roadster, available a year later, will 
be the fastest production car ever made, he said. 
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VIX, the measure for equities volatility, 
spiked this week to 3-month high. 
 
On the other hand, bonds and currencies  
volatility remained subdued suggesting 
traders who thrive on volatility may have 
longer to wait. 



ECONOMIC CALENDAR 

 
CURRENT SESSION  PREVIOUS SESSION 

Price % 1 D High  Low High  Low 

CURRENCIES       

DXY 93.691 -0.26% 93.809 93.508 93.998 93.772 

EUR/$ 1.1800 0.25% 1.1822 1.1765 1.1801 1.1757 

GBP/$ 1.3251 0.42% 1.3256 1.3191 1.3208 1.3135 

AUD /$ 0.7552 -0.47% 0.7608 0.7542 0.7609 0.7571 

NZD/$ 0.6795 -0.82% 0.6883 0.6784 0.6878 0.6836 

$/JPY 112.56 -0.44% 113.14 112.40 113.33 112.74 

$/CAD 1.2756 -0.01% 1.2767 1.2714 1.2784 1.2729 

$/CHF 0.9915 -0.26% 0.9944 0.9903 0.9945 0.9883 

$/SEK 8.4022 0.04% 8.4199 8.3694 8.4459 8.3897 

$/NOK 8.2045 -0.07% 8.2183 8.1781 8.2576 8.1901 

$/DKK 6.3069 -0.23% 6.3241 6.2940 6.3296 6.3073 

$/TRY 3.8909 0.73% 3.9035 3.8516 3.8884 3.8505 

EUR/GBP 0.8905 -0.18% 0.8929 0.8898 0.8968 0.8912 

EUR/JPY 132.81 -0.20% 133.16 132.62 133.46 132.76 

EUR/CHF 1.1699 -0.01% 1.1723 1.1685 1.1704 1.1643 

COMMODITIES             

GOLD $/oz 1282.78 0.33% 1284.10 1278.38 1281.82 1275.22 

SILVER $/oz 17.0843 -0.03% 17.13 17.06 17.13 16.96 

PLATINUM $/oz 935.46 0.22% 937.40 932.30 936.05 928.97 

PALLADIUM $/oz 996.24 0.65% 996.91 987.37 991.09 982.58 

COPPER $/lb 308.40 0.41% 308.90 307.25 310.20 305.80 

WTI $/bbl 55.85 1.29% 55.91 55.18 55.62 54.93 

BRENT $/bll 61.52 0.26% 61.54 61.08 62.15 61.25 

- CY TIME (LT) CNTRY EVENT PERIOD ACTUAL FORECAST PRIOR 

TODAY’s  Session 

● ● EUR 11:00 EC ECB Current Account SA Sep -- -- 33.3b 

● ● ●  USD 15:30 US Housing Starts Oct -- 1190k 1127k 

● ● ●  CAD 15:30 CA CPI NSA MoM Oct -- 0.10% 0.20% 

● ● ●  CAD 15:30 CA CPI YoY Oct -- 1.40% 1.60% 

● ● USD 15:30 US Building Permits Oct -- 1250k 1215k 

●  USD 15:30 US Building Permits MoM Oct -- 2.00% -4.50% 

PREVIOUS  Session 

● ● ●  AUD 2:30 AU Unemployment Rate Oct 5.40% 5.50% 5.50% 

● ● AUD 2:30 AU Full Time Employment Change Oct 24.3k -- 6.1k 

● ● ●  GBP 11:30 UK Retail Sales Ex Auto Fuel MoM Oct 0.10% 0.00% -0.70% 

● ● ●  GBP 11:30 UK Retail Sales Inc Auto Fuel MoM Oct 0.30% 0.20% -0.80% 

● ● ●  EUR 12:00 EC CPI MoM Oct 0.10% 0.10% 0.40% 

● ● ●  USD 15:30 US Initial Jobless Claims Nov-11 249k 235k 239k 

● ● ●  USD 15:30 US Philadelphia Fed Business Outlook Nov 22.7 24.1 27.9 

● ● ●  USD 15:30 US Import Price Index MoM Oct 0.20% 0.40% 0.70% 

● ● USD 17:00 US NAHB Housing Market Index Nov 70 67 68 

● ● NZD 23:45 NZ PPI Input QoQ 3Q 1.00% -- 1.40% 

Major Upcoming 

 Next Week: ECB Draghi speaks, AU 
RBA Meeting Minutes, US Existing 
Home Sales, Fed Chair Yellen speaks, 
US Durable Goods, FOMC Meeting 
Minutes, NZ Retail Sales, German 
Final GDP, Canada Retail Sales, ECB 
Policy Meeting Minutes, SNB Jordan 
speaks, NZ Trade Balance, German 
Ifo Business Climate 
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The US dollar slipped today, weakened by a Wall Street Journal report that investigators into possible Russian 
interference in the 2016 US presidential election had subpoenaed Trump's election campaign for documents. 
Special Counsel Robert Mueller's team issued the subpoena last month for documents containing specified 
Russian keywords from more than a dozen officials, according to the report. The dollar had bounced 

overnight from a one-month low of 112.470 yen midweek as an ebb in investor confidence halted a surge in global equities 
and lifted the Japanese currency. The US House of Representatives on Thursday approved a broad package of tax cuts 
sought by Trump. The debate now moves to the Senate, where Republican majority is smaller and no decisive action is 
expected until after next week's Thanksgiving holiday. The euro rose paring overnight losses. The common currency was on 
track to gain 1.2 percent on the week. It had rallied to a one-month high of $1.1862 on Wednesday after data showed strong 
growth for Germany's economy in the third quarter. The British pound extended gains after drawing support overnight 
when an initiative by ECB President Donald Tusk on Brexit negotiations was taken as mildly positive. The pound rose putting 
further distance between the week's low of $1.3063 marked on Monday when perceived troubles for British Prime Minister 
Theresa May hurt the currency. The Australian dollar crawled up but it was still poised to end 1 percent lower on the week, 
during which it sank to a near five-month low of $0.7567 on lower commodity prices and weak domestic data. 
Oil prices were steady today but on track for the first weekly fall in six weeks, under pressure from surging US supplies and 
creeping doubts over Russian support for continuing a cut in crude output. Still, crude was set to fall around 2-4 percent for 
the week on worries about growth in US production and inventories, after both benchmarks touched 2015 highs last week. 

FX & COMM 

TECHNICAL INDICATORS (Daily) 

BOB Research 

 S1 S2 R1 R2 

EUR/$ 1.1757 1.1736 1.1800 1.1843 

GBP/$ 1.3193 1.3154 1.3225 1.3252 

$/JPY 112.45 112.16 113.34 113.63 

GOLD $/oz 1275.93 1269.35 1285.50 1289.09 

WTI $/bbl 55.20 54.84 55.90 56.24 



  
LATEST TRADING SESSION PREVIOUS SESSION 

Price As at % 1 D High  Low High  Low 

AMERICAS         

DOW JONES INDUS. AVG US 23458.36 16-11 0.80% 23492.19 23365.34 23344.99 23242.75 

S&P 500 INDEX US 2585.64 16-11 0.82% 2590.09 2572.95 2572.84 2557.45 

NASDAQ COMPOSITE INDEX US 6793.29 16-11 1.30% 6806.67 6742.33 6725.32 6667.31 

S&P/TSX COMPOSITE INDEX CA 15935.37 16-11 0.36% 15954.84 15894.76 15915.91 15829.44 

EUROPE                

STXE 600 € Pr EC 384.93 16-11 0.78% 385.30 382.79 383.44 379.94 

FTSE 100 INDEX UK 7386.94 16-11 0.19% 7393.28 7368.14 7415.09 7357.06 

CAC 40 INDEX FR 5336.39 16-11 0.66% 5345.23 5312.87 5312.39 5267.22 

DAX INDEX GE 13047.22 16-11 0.55% 13071.94 13008.02 12996.12 12847.88 

ASIA/PACIFIC                

S&P/ASX 200 INDEX AU 5957.25 17-11 0.23% 5978.70 5943.50 5953.60 5916.10 

NIKKEI 225 JN 22396.80 17-11 0.20% 22757.40 22319.12 22392.13 21972.34 

TOPIX INDEX JN 1763.76 17-11 0.12% 1782.23 1758.61 1768.98 1737.72 

CSI 300 INDEX CH 4120.85 17-11 0.39% 4122.38 4081.37 4107.62 4062.27 

MENA                

TADAWUL ALL SH INDEX SA 6913.46 16-11 0.02% 6919.02 6850.90 6981.81 6901.75 

ADX GENERAL INDEX UA 4327.58 16-11 -0.22% 4352.47 4318.37 4380.01 4337.09 

DFM GENERAL INDEX UA 3460.21 16-11 -0.21% 3485.66 3442.01 3494.72 3467.11 

QE Index QA 7825.77 16-11 0.83% 7825.77 7734.18 7890.63 7761.25 

MSM30 Index OM 5105.67 16-11 -0.11% 5111.34 5102.57 5115.52 5099.90 

EGX 30 INDEX EG 13847.36 16-11 -1.27% 14025.11 13847.35 14193.02 14025.11 

KUWAIT SE PRICE INDEX KW 6309.31 16-11 0.38% 6309.40 6248.73 6294.48 6216.00 

BB ALL SHARE INDEX BH 1269.90 16-11 0.38% 1269.90 1261.13 1266.67 1259.32 

AMMAN SE GENERAL INDEX JO 2093.76 16-11 0.14% 2094.55 2088.44 2092.86 2088.20 

MAIN 2 3 4 1 

AMERICAS             
NETAPP INC USD 15.91%  DISCOVERY COMMUNICATIONS-B USD -10.64% 

WAL-MART STORES INC USD 10.90%   SEVEN GENERATIONS ENERGY - A CAD -9.15% 

MAKEMYTRIP LTD USD 10.26%   YY INC-ADR USD -3.92% 

EUROPE             

DIEBOLD NIXDORF INC EUR 13.84%   ALPHA BANK AE EUR -9.46% 

HUTCHISON CHINA MEDITECH LTD GBp 9.84%   HAPAG-LLOYD AG EUR -7.90% 

ALMIRALL SA EUR 8.16%   EUROBANK ERGASIAS SA EUR -7.48% 

ASIA/PACIFIC             

PEPTIDREAM INC JPY 8.64%   CITIC GUOAN INFORMATION-A CNY -10.02% 

DENA CO LTD JPY 5.18%   HUNAN TV & BROADCAST INT-A CNY -7.65% 

TABCORP HOLDINGS LTD AUD 5.05%   XIAMEN TUNGSTEN CO LTD-A CNY -7.00% 

MENA             

BARWA REAL ESTATE CO QAR 3.44%   FAWAZ ABDULAZIZ ALHOKAIR & C SAR -4.96% 

DUBAI FINANCIAL MARKET PJSC AED 2.70%   EMIRATES INTEGRATED TELECOMM AED -2.83% 

OOREDOO QPSC QAR 2.66%   BUPA ARABIA FOR COOPERATIVE SAR -2.67% 

(This section covers 
thousands of stocks 
that are strictly 
components of the 
above indices. For a 
better market 
overview, stocks 
with a market cap 
above ~$2 billion 
are only taken into 
consideration) 
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US stocks rose sharply yesterday boosted by earnings-related gains in Wal-Mart and Cisco, while a tax bill expected 
to boost corporate earnings passed its first, if smallest, hurdle. Wal-Mart surged as much as 11% to a record high of 
$99.68 after reporting its strongest US revenue growth since 2009 and soaring online sales. It ended up 10.9% at 
$99.62. Cisco touched $36.67, its highest since February 2001, a day after quarterly profit beat expectations driven 

by gains from its newer businesses such as security, which more than offset declines in its traditional switches and routers.  
Its profit forecast also came in above estimates. Cisco shares closed up 5.2% at $35.88. The US House of Representatives 
voted largely along party lines to pass a tax overhaul expected to be a boost to stock prices if it becomes law, but the 
legislative battle now shifts to the Senate, where the Republican majority is much slimmer. Republicans can lose no more 
than two Senate votes and at least two GOP senators have already spoken against the Senate version of the bill. The S&P 
and the Dow posted their largest daily % age gains in more than two months. The CBOE Volatility index, the cost of 
protection against a sudden drop on the S&P 500, posted its first decline in six days. It dropped 1.4 points to end at 11.76.  
Barnes & Noble shares jumped 7.6% to $7.10 even after the book seller said a deal proposed by an activist investor to take it  
private was not “bona fide” and doubted the required funds could be raised.  
Asian shares clawed back most of their weekly loss after rising firmly today as strong Wall Street earnings and a step 
forward on US tax reform brightened the mood. MSCI's broadest index of Asia-Pacific shares outside Japan was up 0.6% in 
late afternoon trade. But it was down 0.1% for the week. Japan's Nikkei gained 0.2%, extending its recovery from a near 
three-week intraday low hit on Thursday. But it was down 1.3% for the week, snapping its nine-week gaining streak. 
Gulf stock markets were mixed yesterday. Saudi index closed flat, apparently in response to buying by state-linked funds. 
Qatari index rebounded from a 6-year low as blue chips regained strength. 

EQUITIES 

BOB Research 



COUNTRY CODES 

CODE CURRENCY COUNTRY 

AU AUD AUSTRALIA 

BH BHD BAHRAIN 

BR BRL BRAZIL 

CA CAD CANADA 

CH CNY CHINA 

SZ CHF SWITZERLAND 

DK DKK DENMARK 

EG EGP EGYPT 

EU EUR EUROZONE 

IN INR INDIA 

JO JOD JORDAN 

JP JPY JAPAN 

KR KRW SOUTH KOREA 

KW KWd KUWAIT 

MX MXN MEXICO 

MY MYR MALAYSIA 

NO NOK NORWAY 

NZ NZD NEW ZEALAND 

OM OMR OMAN 

QA QAR QATAR 

RU RUB RUSSIA 

SA SAR SAUDI ARABIA 

SE SEK SWEDEN 

SG SGD SINGAPORE 

TH THB THAILAND 

TR TRY TURKEY 

UA AED UAE 

UK GBP BRITAIN 

US USD UNITED STATES 

ZA ZAR SOUTH AFRICA 

ECONOMIC CALENDAR (page 2) 

INDICATORS MEANING 

● LOW impact 

● ● MEDIUM impact 

● ● HIGH impact 

Green figure BETTER than expected 

Red figure WORSE than expected 

Black figures AS expected 

WORLD TIMING 

COUNTRY TIME 

LEBANON (LT) Report Original Time 

GMT LT - 2 hrs 

U.K. LT - 2 hrs 

GERMANY LT - 1 hrs 

CYPRUS LT + 0 hrs 

OMAN LT + 2 hrs 

U.A.E. LT + 2 hrs 

AUSTRALIA LT + 9 hrs 

 

This document is for information purposes only and does not take account of the specific circumstances of any recipient. 
The information contained herein does not constitute the provision of investment advice. It is not intended to be and 
should not be construed as a recommendation, offer or solicitation to acquire, or dispose of, any of the financial instru-
ments mentioned in this document and will not form the basis or a part of any contract or commitment whatsoever.  

The information in this document is based on data obtained from sources believed by Bank of Beirut to be reliable and in 
good faith, but no representations, guarantees or warranties are made by Bank of Beirut with regard to accuracy, 
completeness or suitability of the data. The opinions and estimates contained herein reflect the current judgment of the 
author (s) on the data of this document and are subject to change without notice. The opinions do not necessarily corre-
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document or to otherwise notify a reader thereof in the event that any matter stated herein, or any opinion, projection, 
forecast or estimate set forth herein, changes or subsequently becomes inaccurate.  

The past performance of financial instruments is not indicative of future results. No assurance can be given that any 
opinion described herein would yield favorable investment results. Any forecasts discussed in this document may not be 
achieved due to multiple risk factors including without limitation market volatility, sector volatility, corporate actions, 
the unavailability of complete and accurate information and/or the subsequent transpiration that underlying assump-
tions made by other sources relied upon in the document were inapposite.  
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whatsoever for any expense, loss or damages arising out of or in any way connected with the use of all or any part of this 
document.  
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person or published, in whole or in part, for any purpose, without the prior, written consent of Bank of Beirut. The man-
ner of distributing this document may be restricted by law or regulation in certain countries, including the United States. 
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restrictions. By accepting this document, a recipient hereof agrees to be bound by the foregoing limitations. 
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Global Markets Division 
Phone:  
+961 1 960501 
Email:  
treasury@bankofbeirut.com 
fm.research@bankofbeirut.com 

Bank of Beirut Group 
 
Lebanon 
www.bankofbeirut.com 
 
Australia 
www.banksyd.com.au 
 
United Kingdom 
www.bankofbeirut.co.uk 
 
Germany 
www.bankofbeirut.de 
 
Sultanate of Oman 
www.bankofbeirut.com.om 
 
For more info about: 
 
Local Subsidiaries 
Click here  

 
Local Network 
Click here  

 
Overseas 
Click here 
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